http://trace.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Traces/sra/?study=SRP002403 [12] Table S1: Data sources. *The ENCODE data was downloaded from a central repository at the UCSC genome browser; however, the experiments were performed by a number of labs. For experiments with reads of length k=20nt, only 70% of the genome is mappable, whereas increasing read length to 24nt increases EBV-genome coverage to 99%. For reads longer than 32nt, only the trivial poly-proline and poly-alanine-glycine repeat elements at 36kbp and 96kbp are unmappable. (B) The EBV alignment counts of reads sampled from the EBV genome. Only the region at 143kbp has more than 20 repeats, rendering it unmappable. This region is deleted in the B95.8 strain, which is the strain on which the majority of experiments were performed. (C) The location of EBV repetitive elements are shown at lines connecting identical (allowing for one mismatch) elements. (D) Mappability increases with respect to read length and 24nt is sufficient to accurately map reads to the EBV genome. (E) ENCODE experiments performed in an EBV positive cell line have more reads mapping to the EBV genome than an EBV negative cell line. The x-axis shows percentage of reads mapping to EBV in experiments on the GM12878 EBV-positive lymphoblastoid cell line. (F) Percentage of reads mapping to EBV in experiments on the K562 EBV-negative erythroleukemic cell line. The x-axis has a much smaller range than in E. 
Nucleotide at Position 40080
Nucleotide Frequency
C_dna T_rna T_dna Nucleotide at Position 167828
Nucleotide Frequency Nucleotide Frequency
C_dna T_rna T_dna Position on Chromosome 39000 40000 41000 42000 43000
Episome Position Position in EBV Episome
89000 89500 90000 90500 91000 91500
Position on Human Chromosome chr19 6463500 6464000 6464500 6465000
CRB3 > E F Figure S2 : Analysis of ChIP-seq data peak calling, clustering, and reproducibility. (A) ChIP-seq peaks were called using an empirically derived p-value threshold of 1.72 × 10 −7 (p < 0.01 genome-wide) from input control experiments. ChIP-seq RPM was sampled across the viral episome (excluding deleted and unmappable regions) at 100bp intervals to determine the mean and variance. These parameters were then used in Normal and Poisson distributions to determine an appropriate p-value threshold. As confirmation that we had a low false positive rate, the max RPM value found in input control experiments was always less then the derived p-value cutoff value. (B) Input and IgG ChIP controls show no signal at the highoccupancy region in oriLyt. (C) Transcription factor clustering in the viral genome (as shown in Figure  2 in the main text) is statistically significant. Transcription factor binding sites were permuted 10,000 times and maximum overlap was determined in each iteration. This leads to an empirical p-value of p < 0.005 for a region with 6 or more binding sites. There are sufficient reads to detect Zeb1 peaks in EBV (>400K alignments to EBV in both replicates) and mappability at Zp is comparable for all experiments (read length is 36nt). (F) Zeb1 binds a positive control region (CRB3 promoter). (G) RNA-DNA differences in the EBV transcriptome and controls. The top two rows show likely RNA-DNA differences while the bottom two rows illustrate the necessity for the additional controls. Frequency of a given nucleotide at a given position in both the transcriptome and the genome (signficance given by t-test; NS: not significant; NA: not applicable due to quality filtering).
Bars show mean ± standard deviation. Note that the nucleotides shown are for the forward strand, even though the transcripts may be templated on the negative strand (e.g. position 40080, which is in BHLF1). (H) The location in reads that contain the RNA-DNA difference. The x-axis is percentage distance from 5 to 3 since multiple length reads were included in the analysis. mean and standard deviation) . A background distribution was generated by randomly matching LCLs 100,000 times to derive empirically that the found correlation is not obtainable by chance. (G) The correlation between expressed genes (n=38) across LCLs (n=26) are more similar in cell line subclones from the same donor (red). An empirical background calculated for different donor cell lines is significantly less correlated (shown in black). (H) BHLF1 gene expression (normlized to reads per million aligned to EBV) correlates with the fraction of reads coming from EBV (relative to uniquely mapping reads to the human genome). This correlation is consistent in all labs that performed RNA-seq (correlation in lab is shown in legend). The x-axis was incremented by 5 to improve dynamic range. (I) Same as H, except BHLF1 gene expression is normlized to reads per million aligned to EBV or human. One of the most significant correlations is the amount of EBV episome during LCL expansion. We also note that EBV episome count and ATP weakly correlate in independent replicates. These assays were performed by an independent lab than the RNA-seq experiments which are used to assign cell lines to more lytic and more latent subtypes [8] . (left) or SMC3 (right) antibody were assayed by quantitative real-time PCR with primers specific for EBV regions at OriP, the 167kb CTCF-Cohesin peak, or a control region of EBV at position 32kb (Negative). These regions were assayed in MutuI and Mutu-LCL cells, confirming that Cohesin subunits bind consistently in multiple latency types and EBV strains.
Supplemental Experimental Procedures Aligning high-throughput sequencing experiments to EBV
We obtained raw data from a variety of sources (shown in Table S1 ) and aligned the data to EBV. All EBV alignments and processed data are available at http://ebv.wistar.upenn.edu.
Mappability of the EBV genome
There are two primary obstacles in aligning reads to the EBV genome: (1) subtracting reads that map to the human genome can leave parts of the EBV genome unmappable and (2) EBV has several large, functionally relevant repetitive elements. We consider a region of EBV to be "mappable" if there is no homologous region in the human genome and the region occurs fewer than 20 times in the EBV genome. Depending on the read length k, the fraction of the EBV genome that is mappable varies. For instance, only 70% of the genome is mappable with 20nt reads. This increases to 99% with reads of length 24 and 99.9% using reads of length 32 ( Figure S1 ). The only regions that are unmappable with 32nt reads are two simple repeat regions consisting of poly-proline and poly-alanine-glycine tracts. The repetitive elements in EBV make exact read mapping challenging. Using reads of length 24-75nt, 18.3-19.7% of all reads fall into EBV-repetitive regions ( Figure S1 ). Many of the repetitive loci have interesting RNA and regulatory elements. An example includes the W repeats, which are composed of tandem 3071bp regions each of which has a nested repeat element.
To better understand all the functional elements of EBV, we wish to maximize the regions of the genome that we can assay. To this end, we allow each read to have up to 20 alignments in EBV ( Figure S1 ). We select 20 alignments as our cutoff as it drastically increases the mappability of the genome ( Figure S1 ) and introduces minimal artifacts since many of the repetitive elements are tandem repeats. As the repeats are in tandem, the functional element of interest is at the least in one (or all) of the proximal repeats. The one functional element that is not tandem is the duplication of oriLyt; however, nearly all of our data from experiments performed in B95.8, which has a large deletion encompassing the oriLyt (R) at position 144kbp in the EBV complete genome.
Read processing
Reads in some experiments required additional processing prior to alignment. RNA-seq reads from [2, 4] suffered from lower quality at the 3 end. Quality trimming was applied to experiments having fewer than 30% of reads aligned to the host genome and suffering from low quality at the 5 (left) and/or 3 (right) ends of reads. We trimmed by quality thresholding at the (equivalent) phred score > 30, accepting reads that phred score > 30 at 85% of their nucleotides and were not trivial repetitive reads. This was implemented by a slightly altered version of the fastx package, which considers 5 as well as 3 quality filtering [13] . If adaptor sequences were ligated to DNA fragments, such as in small RNA-seq, adaptor sequence was clipped off using the fastx package [13] .
Quantifying read overlap counts
After processing and aligning the raw reads, we computed read overlap counts in reads per million (RPM) reads aligned. DNase and RNA-based sequencing assays were quantified by overlapping reads, whereas ChIP-seq, MNase-seq, and similar assays were quantified by 150nt read extension with only the middle 75nt extracted for overlap counts. For multi-mapping reads, we divided read counts over the number of possible mapping location. If a TF binds only at a single repetitive element, the reads will be distributed uniformly across all repeat elements. We also note that the copy number of repetitive elements, while relatively stable in the B95.8 EBV strain, may vary across LCLs and other EBV strains.
Transcription factor binding

Clusters of transcription factors
We identified several spatial clusters of transcription factor binding events. In all clusters, there are many negative controls (IgG, input DNA, and many non-binding TFs). To determine if a cluster contains significantly more TF binding events than would be expected by chance, we permuted all binding sites 10,000 times and determined the maximum overlap ( Figure S2 ). We found a maximum of 6 or more overlapping TFs occurred in 50/10000 iterations, giving an empirical p-value of p < 0.005.
Consistency with prior studies
CTCF ChIP-seq findings were comparable with previous findings in a different lab and using a different EBV strain [14] ( Figure S2 ). We also confirmed known binding sites for Yy1 (Wp), Pax5 (Wp), Ebf1 (LMP1p), PolIII (EBERp), and others. In contrast, a notable difference of our data with previous findings is that Zeb1 ChIP was not enriched at Zp (antibody H-102, SC-25388, as previously used [15, 16] ). As a positive control we find Zeb1 binds the host CRB3 promoter and other loci bound in previous studies [17] . It is worth noting that our data is from type III latent lymphoblastoid cell lines whereas Mertz and colleagues have conducted ChIP in HEK293 transfected cells [15] and mutant expression plasmid studies in a type III latent (MUTU-derived) cell line [16] . It is also possible that Zeb1 may interact with Zp but is not detectable by ChIP-seq due to diffuse, non-punctate binding.
RNA-DNA differences
We determined nucleotides in the transcriptome (as assayed by RNA-seq) that differ from nucleotides in the reference genome (confirmed by DNA sequencing and IgG controls). We aligned reads allowing for one mismatch and determined nucleotides with greater than > 10x coverage and have >15% of RNA-seq reads containing the non-reference genome nucleotide. We then examined 170 RNA-seq experiments with high coverage (>10x) across multiple labs to confirm that the edit was reproducible and not cell line specific. We required that each putative edit occur in at least 10 independent experiments. We also required that the edit occur uniformly across the read, since if the edit only occurs at the beginning or end of a read, it is possible that further quality filtering was necessary. Finally, we determined that there was significantly higher fraction of the RNA-DNA difference in RNA-seq experiments than in DNA-seq experiments (>5x DNA-seq coverage) by a two-sided Student's t-test.
After applying these filters and compressing repetitive regions of the genome, we identified 7 candidate sites that we examined manually. We flagged 2 positions as possible RNA-DNA differences ( Figure S2 ). The other 5 putative sites are likely either templated by DNA (though perhaps in only one of many repetative regions) or artifactual (examples shown in bottom two rows of Figure S2 ). For instance, the position 35159 is in the W repeats, which are estimated to occur 7 times in tandem in the EBV genome, one of which may harbor the observed T-to-C differences in both RNA and template DNA.
Another control that proved critical was filtering by edit position in read, as shown in the bottom panel of Figure S2 .
Lytic cycle reactivation
We observed that lymphoblastoid cell lines tend toward one of two discrete expression programs. These two programs are representative of traditional type III latency and abortive lytic reactivation (see main text and Figure 3 ).
Clustering samples into latent and lytic phase
The clustering of EBV gene expression profiles (as seen in Figure 3 in the main text) is performed by hierarchical clustering. Prior to clustering, we computed the log ratio of each gene with respect to its median expression value. We then used the Spearman correlation distance (1−ρ where ρ is the Spearman correlation) between all pairs of genes and all pairs of cell lines. The hierarchical clustering was performed by hclust in R and genes were ordered within clusters by coefficients of the first principal component.
The first principal component captures nearly 30% of the variance and represents a direction along which samples can be discriminated as latent or lytic ( Figure S3 ). In contrast, the 2nd principal component best discriminates between multiple labs, suggesting that there may be lab-specific bias to the data, which is not surprising given the differences in RNA extractions, library preparation methods, and sequencing instruments. However, this bias is not the primary determinant of gene expression as it accounts for less than 10% of total variance, whereas differences in lytic and latent cycle gene expression account for nearly 30%. Furthermore, LCL viral gene expression sampled in two independent labs was significantly correlated (p < 9.12e-6; Figure S3 ).
We also found that the clustering is highly statistically stable ( Figure S3 ). We find that removing 30% of the samples and reclustering results in the majority of samples remaining in their original cluster. We performed 10000 iterations of reclustering and always found significant overlap with original clustering (p < 0.01 by Fisher's exact test, resulting in an empirical p < 10 −5 ). We performed an identical simulation, but removing 30% of genes and found that the clustering is robust to the gene expression features ( Figure S3 ).
Correlation with host gene expression
Host gene expression correlates with viral gene expression (see main text). We correlated lytic marker BHLF1 expression with every expressed human gene. BHLF1 was selected since it is a known lyticassociated transcript, highly correlated with percentage of reads aligning to EBV ( Figure S3 ), and expressed at a sufficiently high level to obtain a robust estimate of gene expression in all examined samples.
Since the RNA-seq data comes from multiple labs, which contributes a significant portion of the expression variance ( Figures S3, S4 ), we analyzed each lab's data independently. Pairwise comparisons between each lab show that the human genes upregulated in the samples that are classified as lytic (based on viral gene expression clustering) overlap significantly ( Figure S4 ).
We note that even though lytic reactivation consistently correlates with many host genes, it does not seem to be a primary contributor to host variation. Rather, it seems that lab-specificity is the dominant source of variation in human gene expression ( Figure S4 ).
Pathways regulated in latent phase and lytic reactivation
To determine which human pathways are involved in lytic reactivation, we searched for sets of genes whose correlation with BHLF1 is significantly higher than expected by chance. Pathways were found using the Gene Set Enrichment Analysis (GSEA) tool from the Broad Institute [18] . BHLF1 correlations performed in each lab independently were used as the rankings input to the "leading edge" analysis.
